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Abstract

Changing economic conditions in the Czechoslovakian (CSFR) economy (in 1992) made it necessary to
realign exploitation of uranium in the country, taking into consideration economical, and environmental factors. This
was done partly through mathematical-geological modelling. This analysis, which take into account mining practice
and costs, involved reevaluating the uranium resources. The report describes how this was accomplished. It also
describes how the uranium classification system used in the CSFR, which is based on the categories A,B,C1,C2,PI and
P2, compares to the IAEA system.

INTRODUCTION

DIAMO company in Straz pod Ralskem is a state enterprise, the main activities of which are
involved in exploration, mining, and processing of uranium ore. New economic conditions connected
with the transformation of the Czechoslovak economy to the market economy bring the essential
change in the view on the uranium deposits use. The former way exploitation of the mostly
unprofitable deposits by the strong subvention state support is being substituted by the reduction
activities aiming to the use only of those raw material resources which are profitable and favourable
for the state. This trend touches the more DIAMO company, the more this branch was preferred by
really unlimited concentrate export to the former USSR.

As the request on Czechoslovak uranium mining is limited by needs of the Czechoslovak
nuclear energetics, the present situation significate large cutdown of uranium mining in CSFR. During
the last two years mining has finished on deposits Vitkov II, Dylen, and Pribram ore district.
Regarding to the fact, that the finishing of exploitation of deposit Zadni Chodov is considered at
present, there are only deposits in Hamr district (Hamr, Straz) and Rozna to ensure fuel for the
Czechoslovak nuclear plants. Also for it is necessary to change our view on the use of these three
uranium deposits completely. Besides the economical aspect we must take into account environmental
affects of mining and uranium processing. New solution of these problems is complicated; it leads to
the mathematic-geological models.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF DEPOSITS

At the end of the 1980s the mathematic-geological models of two basic types of uranium
deposits were solved. The Rozna deposit [2] was chosen as a zone-deposit representative and Hamr
deposit [3] as a sandstone type deposit representative. Practical application and progressive
improvement of modeling methods by regular and variant estimation of reserves had done till the
1990. It enabled to realize the next stage of their development, the stage of an economic evaluation.
Application of the principles of mathematic modeling has brought a new system approach to the
solution of complex reserves evaluation problem. According to the example of Hamr deposit the whole
process of evaluation may be divided into four phases.
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The mathematic-geological model phase

It is the first phase, transforming necessary geological data of the deposits databank (title,
coordinates, thickness, and linear reserves of each intersection or sample point) into the geological
model using the mathematical algorithms selected. With the help of geological marginal parameters
(i.e. minimum marginal grade in sample, minimum marginal grade in the marginal part of the orebody,
correction on contents of technological impurities (Zr), marginal thickness of waste interlayer) the
variant calculation of geological reserves by means of interpolation method IDS (inverse distance
squared) is performed. In this way the data of geological reserves of cells (elemental microblocks) are
prepared for the further calculations.

Technological model phase

The phase transforms the the geological orebod y modeled onto the form responding to the
demands of the exploitation technology used. By means of marginal parameters of the selected
exploitation technology (minimum and maximum operating height, thickness of waste interlayer, grade
of uranium in technological brushing, rate of the waste material stowed in rooms) the minable reserves
are determined.

Economic evaluation of minable reserves phase

It is performed as the next stage for the calculation of reserves of single cells. The method
using limit costs is applied for the economic evaluation [1,6]. This method is based on the ability to
appreciate single mining blocks or their parts depending on the development, preparatory and operating
cost, filling of the worked-out room, and also on the transport and processing of the ore. This fact is
improved by the final result of former phases, i.e. the method of cells. Minable reserves of single cell
are economically evaluated on the costs necessary to yield the final concentrate incl. the filling of
worked-out room and according to the concrete situation of development, preparatory and operation
works in the given block. If we divide the costs determined this way by the calculated metal quantity
in the concentrate, we will get the unit costs per 1 kg U.

Phase of final reserves evaluation of a deposit

Final work involves grouping of all cells used for evaluation of the deposit or its part to the
classes corresponding to the unit costs, ascendent sorting of these groups, and construction of the
cumulation cost diagram. For separate cumulation cost curve are considered unit costs of determined
cumulated quantity and unite costs of joined class. Unit costs of the last joined class, which cumulated
unit costs are much lower for than the stated price of metal increased by the necessary profit, are
limitation unit costs (LUC). The value of LUC differs the economically exploitable reserves from other
reserves. From separate files of economic evaluation on the plotter there are shown monitors of unit
costs in microblocks.

TECHNICAL-ECONOMICAL EVALUATION OF RESERVES ON DEPOSIT STRAZ

The deposit Straz is exploited by in situ leaching (ISL) mining technology. Methodics of
technical-economical evaluation is conformed to this technology. Geological reserves (see 2.1.) are
calculated for all ore-bearing interval with regard to particular division to litostratigrafic horizons (3-5
layer model). In exploratory net of core wells are determined theoretical yields for individual horizons
on the base of technological valuation of samples of drill core.Technological classification is made
according to several criteria, the most important are leachibility of ores, consumption of sulphuric
acid, permeability and vertical position within the formation. Vertical profile is devided to
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geotechnological layers, with separate yields of uranium for standard technological conditions.
Recounted yields corresponding to geological intervals of litostratigrafic layers are in the second step
interpolated for other (non-core) wells with only known thickness and distribution of uranium in the
particular lithostratigrafic horizons. Recoverable reserves are calculated with regard to theoretical and
interpolated yield.

Optimal calculations, based on mathematical modelling of underground processes, showed that
it is efficient to differentiate technological process ISL in accordance with ore grade and technological
properties of separate wellfields. For determination of specific mining conditions was developed
methodic for economical evaluation of reserves. The methodic employs also results of long term
laboratory leaching tests and makes possible determination of reaction kinetics. For every separate area
are calculated leaching results for several regimes, different in batch of sulphuric acid and intensity
of solution's circulation. On the base of results is determined optimal technological process ISL for
separate wellfields. The difference between separate regimes is considerable. For standard and
substandard wellfields is batch of sulphuric acid 3-5 times less than for rich wellfields. With this fact
connects also variability of expected yield in comparison with static estimation. The advance of this
dynamic economical evaluation of reserves is possibility to react on changes of prices, wages, financial
and tax orders. Computed values are used for planning and operation ISL. They are used for
determination of economical recoverable reserves on separate wellfields, but it is necessary to
recalculate them in dependence on changes of economical entries.

TECHNICAL-ECONOMICAL EVALUATION OF RESERVES ON THE DEPOSIT ROZNA

Creation of mathematical model of reserve calculation on the deposit Rozna comes out of the
following presumptions:

- orebodies are controlled by faults and they are limited by them. The area extend prevails
significantly over the thickness. Orebod ies are characterized by a high variability of thickness
and grade of useful component.

- points of intersections of exploration works (holes, profiles of radiometric sampling) are the
main information sources concerning the distribution of parameters.

The basic method of geological reserves estimation is the principle of analogy between
parameters gained during the exploitation and by the exploration works in neighbourhood of the area
where reserves are calculated on. The algorithm of the calculation is put down in the way to consider
the width of area exploration and also the extend of the area where the reserves are determined. The
estimation of calculation parameters from input data distributed inside of exploited block are solved
for individual variants, also in combination with farther surroundings.

Input parameters for economically exploitable reserves calculation are besides limiting direct
costs per 1 kg U in chemical concentrate also the minimum marginal balance sample content,
minimum linear marginal sample reserves, minimum grade of U in the marginal mining part and
maximum thickness of interlayer of waste or unbalanced ore.

The calculation is based on the evaluation of limit variable costs in the block under operation
The costs depending on the extend of realized mining works (connected with deposit preparatory
works, mining and ore processing) as well as other costs (which are not depending on the extend of
exploitation and processing), are appreciated separately.
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CLASSIFICATION OF URANIUM DEPOSIT RESERVES

Invasion of new methods of economic estimate into the reserves calculation means
fundamental assessment of the term of the reserves balance. The former classification of the reserves
into the balance and the nonbalance ore came out mainly of general conditional criteria, it means
experimentally determined limits of marginal values of calculation parameters without regarding to the
real ore processing and exploitation costs. It is diputable to consider original "nonbalance ores" in
balance sheet on account of relatively low value of these marginal parameters.

As of the economic estimate of reserves, it is possible to consider for the main balance
criterion the limit unit costs (LUC). The value of LUC will divide the exploitable (mineable) reserves
characterized by unit costs (UC) of cells into reserves:

economical (UC < LUC)
subeconomical (LUC < UC < LUC • 1.5)
noneconomical (UC > LUC • 1.5).

The selected terminology is used to the purpose to emphasise the economical approach to the
evaluation of reserves in contrast to the former balance/nonbalance classification which missed this
economical classification. Category of subeconomical reserves characterizes the reserves which can
be prospective in case if the ore sale price suddenly increases or improvement of mining or processing
technology come true. The upper limits of that categories were determined experimentally and it shall
become more precise during the further calculations.

Besides the above mentioned economical dimension there is a second dimension of reserves
classification expressing the rate of exploration and paralelly also the reliability of performed
evaluation characterized by generally known categories A, B, Cl, C2, PI, P2. The equivalents of them
you can see in appraisal of U ores reserves in Germany [5]. According to the approved methodic for
the reserves calculation used for the North Bohemian Creataceous deposits [4] individual categories
are defined by the total error of reserves [3] and also by a verbal description of other limiting
conditions. A comparison resource classes used int the Czech and Slovak Republic with other methods
is given in Figure 1.

The two-dimensional classification of reserves meets all requests of a miner on raw material
basis of a mine. It provides sufficient basis for strategic evaluation of state raw material balance sheet
for the state authorities.
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